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TOUCHSTONE STRATEGY #1

MATH AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Use a math autobiography as an in-class 
assignment on the first night of class

Start with a reflective math autobiography on the very 

first night of class before you even introduce what 

the course is all about. Include in the math autobiography 

a simple request for just one word that captures each 

teacher’s personal memory of learning math while in 

elementary school. 

Please take a few quiet moments to reflect upon your memories 

of your mathematical life in your elementary schooling. What 

feelings did you develop during those years about yourself as 

a “mathematically thinking person?” What do you remember 

math lessons were like? What images are conjured up as 

you recall your teachers teaching you math? Include specific 

anecdotes if you recall them. Take as much time as you need to 

write this.

Then, ask everyone to introduce themselves to the class by 

telling where and what age they teach and to share the one 

word they wrote. Write their words immediately on the 

whiteboard using three columns (see a representation of 

this exercise below), with strongly negative terms  on the 

left, strongly positive terms on the right, and terms that 

carry little or no affect in the center. I ask them to talk to 

their neighbors about the responses. I push them to do 

some math and ask, “What percentage of the people in this 

class had less-than-positive feelings about their memory of 

learning math when they were in elementary school?” Those 

who didn’t like math might not feel so alone. Those who 

liked math might begin to recognize a problem they didn’t 

know exists: “This might happen to my kids, too!” Below is 

the chart compiled from one recent class, categorized as I 

might write on the board. With these answers, we figure 

four-fifths or 80 percent of this class had less than positive 

memories. I tell them this is my challenge and my assistant 

teacher’s challenge for the semester: How can we influence 

these feelings? 

Section 1–One word used before attending EDUC 540 at Bank Street

Section 1–One word used after EDUC 540 at Bank Street 

Section 2–One word used before attending EDUC 540 at Bank Street College
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Section 2–One word used after attending EDUC540 at Bank Street College 

Fall (Sept, 2016)–One word used before attending EDUC 540 
at Bank Street College

Fall(Dec,2016)–One word used after attending EDUC540 at Bank Street College 

Negative
Words with  

Little Emotion
Positive

work
nightmare

pressure cooker
demeaning

useless
dry

conflicting
yuck!
blah

murky
threatening

non-existent
memorization

vague
unexceptional 

pleasant
Mr. Katz (neat) 

confident
tantalizing

These word clouds depict the attitudinal shifts in my 

courses before and after the eight humanistic, sensitive 

touchstone approaches are used to instruct teachers in 

constructivist progressive mathematics. The power of the 

language used in these anonymous “one word” feelings 

by the end in the last three semesters of classes I taught 

should convey why I believe that these eight strategies I 

have used are worth sharing.

 My teaching assistant and I make copies of everyone’s math 

autobiography and read their “one word” and their further 

autobiographical comments with great interest. The first 

words they choose in Math for Teachers effectively help us 

tweak our plans for the balance of the course.  We reference 

these words in many future activities. In private responses 

and individual responses to students, we often remind 

participants of the word they used on the first night. We 

ask them to continually compare their old and new feelings. 

I publicly admit to them that my not-so-hidden teaching 

agenda is that a reflective teacher will be a wiser teacher.

I have thought a lot about why these negative words keep 

on being selected by student after student. Based on data 

from math education classes I have taught for the past 43 

years, prior to our first class at Bank Street, mathematics 

was done by only 20 percent of people attending Bank 

Street classes. The other 80 percent typically learned 

about mathematics, often in a rote fashion, and were usu-

ally taught by teachers who diligently gave them rules, 

formulas, and routines to memorize. Those teachers then 

expected their students to regurgitate what they were 

told, not necessarily to consider whether or not they un-

derstood any of those rules or formulas. 

In addition, these students tell us that they learned not only to 

study for a math test and to get right answers by memorizing 
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rules and formulas, but also not to expect to understand the 

reasons why any of it works. Math educators today know that 

a child should never be asked to memorize something he or 

she does not understand. The National Council of Teachers 

of Mathematics standards documents (NCTM, 1987, 1995, 

and 2000) and the Common Core State Standards (2012) 

emphasize teaching math for understanding. If math is 

taught simply to memorize, what may result for learners is a 

kind of math-thinking paralysis, which is useless for building 

upon in later years (Boaler, 2016). 

The writing we see in these short math autobiographies 

begins to signal my request for their feelings. I let them 

know I am just as interested in how they feel as in what 

they think. This continues in their journals, where they 

write about their course readings, their class experiences, 

and their feelings about our class. The feelings depicted in 

the “before” word cloud visuals are generally the result of 

being taught day after day with a rote approach. Since there 

are so many variations to the rote teaching approach in the 

literature (Mayer, 2002, , Munter, Stein, Smith ,2012), I have 

come to call it the “teaching by telling” method. Learners 

in “teaching by telling” math classes never really had to do 

much other than memorize predetermined rules, formulas, 

and procedures that other people once discovered when 

they were doing math. 

Here is a caveat to my above premise. Some people did 

just fine in math, and they were taught math with the 

traditional “teaching by telling” method. How is it that some 

of these adult students made it through and even went on 

to successfully study higher-level math and appear to now 

fully understand the roots of math concepts? These learners 

exist (although generally, I find they are only about 5 percent 

of those I have taught). They possess an admirable capacity 

to make connections between procedures and meaning on 

their own.  Some people can connect memorized, separated 

facts and details, linking those disparate facts to underlying 

root concepts. For example, they might know that division 

is directly related to multiplication; in fact, the undoing of 

multiplication. They early on noticed that if you learned 

your multiplication facts, you automatically knew all your 

division facts. And they intuitively saw that long division was 

simply one procedural strategy to unearth the dimensions 

of a rectangular area whose area is called the dividend. They 

see divisor, dividend, and quotient as three numbers that 

are related to each other, and that all are open to multiple 

strategies for finding and visualizing all three as parts of a 

rectangle. They see fractions as division because it is! They 

can then use this information flexibly, like engineers do in 

design work or as others do in fields requiring any kind of 

relational thought. Math is seen by them to be inherently 

normal thinking. Additionally, I often find out from these 

students that some of that 5 percent group were taught 

by teachers who ran math classes that allowed kids to 

learn by doing, not by being told. With these progressive 

teachers, even years ago, students explored, conjectured, 

hypothesized, tested hunches, worked collaboratively, and 

discovered meanings in their math classes. 

But what about the other 95 percent of my students? Many 

were unintentionally rendered disabled in math because 

they were not allowed to “do” math. They merely learned 

“about” math. The feelings they were left with are clearly 

depicted by the obviously negative words in the “before” 

word clouds. In the Math for Teachers class, the math 

autobiography writing on the first night establishes a firm 

reflective stance for the entire course. The impact of those 

“one words” on learners is described by these  quotes from 

the student summation journals I ask my students to keep as 

part of the course.

On completing the math autobiography in the first class: 

Even just writing that mini-math autobiography from the 
outset felt like a mini-math demon exorcism, and starting on a 
clean slate. Not quite the word count real estate to nail my 95 
theses to the Church of Math Door, but it felt a bit cathartic. I 
was also fascinated by the words people were asked to provide 
in association with our math experiences. I believe my word 
was “stress,” and I don’t recall any of the other words having a 
positive connotation. I take zero pleasure from anybody else’s 
struggle with math, but, at the risk of sounding trite, it made 
me feel a little less alone in my self-imposed math exile. I know 
that I will have to recalibrate my entire outlook and approach 
to the subject, which will not happen overnight and will be an 
ongoing process throughout my career as a teacher, but I’m 
ready to go there. — Caitlin, Spring 2017

At semester’s end, I ask that you again listen to Caitlin’s 

feelings expressed. Consider her evolution. Here she 

reflects upon the word she wrote in her math autobiography 

at the start of the course. She writes about her evolution as a 
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learner in our Math for Teachers class. She sums up what happened 

to her over the semester:

For the life of me I can’t find my original math autobiography, but I luckily 
detailed what I had written in my first journal for this class. The word 
I picked when asked to sum up my experience with math was “stress.” 
While I had blocked out a lot of my painful math experiences—many of 
which I’ve recovered from through the process of autopsying my own 
math education in our journals—I very clearly remember my last day 
of math in college and feeling a sense of elation. Pure joy, really. I was 
done with math and would never have to deal with math again. Flash-
forward a decade and I’m undergoing a career change going from the 
magazine world to the education world and, surprise! Apparently math 
wasn’t done with me. I dreaded our first math class, not knowing what 
to expect. But, at the risk of sounding completely cheesy, I truly feel like 
a different person with the subject four months later. Mainly, that I no 
longer fear the subject the way I did. I realize that my relationship with 
the subject will continue to evolve and develop through the years, more 
so when I actually start teaching, but I feel completely empowered. I’m 
actually shocked by how much, truly. I can’t press the reset button for 
my own trials and tribulations with math, but as a teacher I now feel 
that I have the tools and resources to prevent my future students from 
experiencing what I did.  — Caitlin, Spring 2017

 I firmly hold that the experience of writing a reflective math 

autobiography on the first night of class provides a firm starting 

point for growth through reflection.

An example of the whiteboard with everyone’s 
“one word’ on the first day of Math for Teachers

Sample of the Math Autobiography (Emily, 2017) 




